
NP Vol.24-2
Apr./2024

TAMA ENTERPRISES CO., LTD.

Thank you very much for your continued support for the TAMA BRAND business.
We would like to inform you about our new products.

≪New Products≫
An electric thermostat thermostats for MAZDA

LABEL

Newer vehicles contain more complex engines with larger systems and parts, so when replacing your
engine's coolant you must be cautious and use great care to remove any air in the cooling circuit as 
excess air could lead to your engine overheating.

With gasket

Release Ｍar. 2024

Appearance
form

EANcode #
ITFcode #

4580281471806
Quantity：5pcs34580281471807

4217

Maker

Parts #

Eng. type HF(SKYACTIV-X)
HF10-15170-A
WH-MZA-97

MAZDA
MAZDA3(BPEK#)/CX-30(DMFP#)

Genuine #

 Car model

4-digit code



NP Vol.23-10-3
Apr./2024

TAMA ENTERPRISES CO., LTD.

Thank you very much for your continued support for the TAMA BRAND business.
We would like to inform you about our new products.

≪New Products≫
Thermostats for MAZDA

LABEL

Newer vehicles contain more complex engines with larger systems and parts, so when replacing your
engine's coolant you must be cautious and use great care to remove any air in the cooling circuit as 
excess air could lead to your engine overheating.

4207

Maker

Parts #

Eng. type P5(SKYACTIV-G)
P5SP-15170
WH-MZB-88

MAZDA
MAZDA2(DJ#)/CX-3(DK#)

Genuine #

 Car model

4-digit code

Jan. 2024

With gasket

Release

Appearance
form

EANcode #
ITFcode #

4580281471745
Quantity：5pcs34580281471746



NP Vol.23-9
Apr./2024
TAMA ENTERPRISES CO., LTD.

Thank you very much for your continued support for the TAMA BRAND business. ≪CVT valve (outline structure of thermo valve)≫
We would like to inform you about our new products.

≪New Products≫
CVT VALVE for TOYOTA/DAIHATSU/PERODUA

CVT valve(thermo valve)
LABEL

The oil used in the CVT has been difficult to warm up.
Therefore, the car was forced to run at a low temperature and high oil viscosity for a while after
the engine was started.

Newer vehicles contain more complex engines with larger systems and parts, so when replacing your This was causing fuel consumption to deteriorate due to resistance.
engine's coolant you must be cautious and use great care to remove any air in the cooling circuit as In order to raise the temperature of the CVT oil quickly and efficiently, to make it low viscosity, 
excess air could lead to your engine overheating. to reduce resistance, and to increase fuel efficiency, the CVT valve (thermo valve) has been installed.

In order to raise the temperature of the CVT oil quickly and efficiently, to make it low viscosity, 
to reduce resistance, and to increase fuel efficiency, the CVT valve (thermo valve) has been installed.
The CVT valve (thermo-valve) is designed to take advantage of the characteristic of the engine cooling
water to raise the temperature relatively quickly.
The heat of the coolant that has risen in temperature is exchanged with the CVT oil to quickly reduce
the viscosity of the CVT oil, thereby reducing the load on the engine and improving fuel economy.
This reduces the load on the engine and contributes to fuel economy.

Maker

Parts #

Eng. Type

TOYOTA/DAIHATSU/PERODUA
AGYA(B100)/AYLA(B100)/AXIA(B200)

1KR
88620-B2030
WH-DAA-80

Genuine #

Released from

Actual image

Ｍar. 2024

Car model

4-digit code
EANcode #
ITFcode #

4209
4580281471752

Quantity：5pcs34580281471753

ヒーターへ

CVTへ
エンジンより

Optimal temperature

Engine

Optimal temperature

CVT

Thermo

valve

Engine cooling water

CVT fluid

Heat exchange

From Engine

To Heater

To CVT



NP Vol.23-10-1-2
Apr./2024

TAMA ENTERPRISES CO., LTD.

Thank you very much for your continued support for the TAMA BRAND business.
We would like to inform you about our new products.

≪New Products≫
Thermostats for MAZDA

LABEL

Newer vehicles contain more complex engines with larger systems and parts, so when replacing your
engine's coolant you must be cautious and use great care to remove any air in the cooling circuit as 
excess air could lead to your engine overheating.

EANcode #
ITFcode #

4580281471738
4205

Maker

Parts #

Eng. type PE、PY(SKYACTIV-G)
PXPV-15170
WH-MZB-82

MAZDA
CX-5(KF#)/CX-8(KG#)

Genuine #

 Car model

4-digit code

With gasket

Release Jan. 2024

Quantity：5pcs34580281471739

Appearance
form



NP Vol.24-1-2
Apr./2024

TAMA ENTERPRISES CO., LTD.

Thank you very much for your continued support for the TAMA BRAND business.
We would like to inform you about our new products.

≪New Products≫
Thermostats for MAZDA
This product is for the sub passage (for heater) and must be used together with WH-MZC-82
(genuine number:T303-15171 for main passage [for radiator]), which is sold at the same time.

Newer vehicles contain more complex engines with larger systems and parts, so when replacing your
engine's coolant you must be cautious and use great care to remove any air in the cooling circuit as 
excess air could lead to your engine overheating.

4213

Maker

Parts #

Eng. type T3(SKYACTIV-D)
T301-15171
W30MZA-50

MAZDA
CX-60(KH#)/CX-90(KK#)

Genuine #

 Car model

4-digit code

With gasket

Release Mar. 2024

Appearance
form

EANcode #
ITFcode #

4580281471776
Quantity：10pcs14580281471773



NP Vol.24-1-1
Apr./2024

TAMA ENTERPRISES CO., LTD.

Thank you very much for your continued support for the TAMA BRAND business.
We would like to inform you about our new products.

≪New Products≫
Thermostats for MAZDA
This product is for the main passage (for radiator) and must be used together with W30MZA-50
 (genuine number: T301-15171 for sub passage [for heater]), which is sold at the same time.

LABEL

Newer vehicles contain more complex engines with larger systems and parts, so when replacing your
engine's coolant you must be cautious and use great care to remove any air in the cooling circuit as 
excess air could lead to your engine overheating.

With gasket

Release Mar. 2024

Appearance
form

EANcode #
ITFcode #

4580281471769
Quantity：5pcs34580281471760

4211

Maker

Parts #

Eng. type T3(SKYACTIV-D)
T303-15170
WH-MZC-82

MAZDA
CX-60(KH#)/CX-90(KK#)

Genuine #

 Car model

4-digit code



NP Vol.23-10-1
Apr./2024

TAMA ENTERPRISES CO., LTD.

Thank you very much for your continued support for the TAMA BRAND business.
We would like to inform you about our new products.

≪New Products≫
Thermostats for MAZDA

LABEL

Newer vehicles contain more complex engines with larger systems and parts, so when replacing your
engine's coolant you must be cautious and use great care to remove any air in the cooling circuit as 
excess air could lead to your engine overheating.

Jan. 2024

With gasket

Release

Appearance
form

EANcode #
ITFcode #

4580281471721
Quantity：5pcs34580281471722

4203

Maker

Parts #

Eng. type PE、PY(SKYACTIV-G)
PX9R-15170
WH-MZB-76

MAZDA
MAZDA6(GJ#)/CX-30(DM#)

Genuine #

 Car model

4-digit code


